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Abstract This paper presents an experimental investigation
of moving grains over subaqueous barchan dunes that con-
sisted of spherical glass beads of known granulometry. Prior
to each test run, a pre-determined quantity of grains was
poured inside a closed conduit, and the grains settled on its
bottom wall forming one conical heap. As different turbulent
water flows were imposed, each heap evolved to a barchan
dune, which was filmed with a high-speed camera. An image
processing code was written to identify some of the mov-
ing grains and compute their velocity fields and trajectories.
Our results show that the velocity of grains varies along the
barchan dune, with higher velocities occurring close to the
dune centroid, and that grains trajectories are intermittent.
Depending on the region over the dune, we found that the
velocity fields present values within 1 and 10% of the cross-
sectional mean velocity of the fluid. Considering the aver-
age trajectories of grains moving over a given dune, their
mean displacement varies within 30 and 60 grain diameters
and their characteristic velocities within 10 and 20 % of the
cross-sectional mean velocity of the fluid. The displacement
time varies between 30 and 90 % of the settling time, and
it seems to have two asymptotic behaviors: one close to bed
load inception and other far from it. When compared with
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bed load over a plane bed, we observe that grains have the
same mean velocity, but they travel distances up to 5 times
larger, with higher densities of moving grains.
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1 Introduction

The interaction between granular matter and fluids is fre-
quent in both nature and industry. One example commonly
observed is the transport of sand by a fluid flow, such as
happens in rivers, deserts, oceans, and pipelines. If sand is
entrained in the horizontal (or nearly horizontal) direction as
bed load, a moving layer that keeps contact with the static
part of the bed, sand dunes usually grow [1–3]. Their growth
is the result of local erosion and deposition rates, where the
perturbation of the fluid flow is known to be the unstable
mechanism [4–8]. Under one-directional flow and limited
sand supply, sand dunes evolve to crescentic shape dunes,
known as barchan dunes [9,10], or simply barchans, and
their length depends on the length scale [11]:

Ldrag = d
ρs

ρ
, (1)

whered is the diameter of grains, andρs andρ are the den-
sities of the granular material and fluid, respectively. There-
fore, the length and time scales of barchans go from 100 m
and 1 year on deserts down to 10 cm and 1 minute for sub-
aqueous barchans [8].

Because barchan dunes are formed when grains are en-
trained as bed load, with the moving layer exchanging mass
with the fixed part of the bed, the distribution of moving
grains and their trajectories are important to understand the
morphology and dynamics of barchans. For aeolian dunes,
the moving grains effectuate ballistic flights over distances
much larger than the grain diameter [1], while for subaque-
ous dunes the grains move mainly by rolling or sliding over
each other, over distances comparable to the grain diame-
ter [12]. If, on the one hand, there are models for the dis-
placements of grains over aeolian and subaqueous dunes
[13–17], on the other hand there are not, at present, precise
measurements of the displacements of individual grains over
barchans.

Few previous papers reported experiments on the dis-
placements of individual grains within a bed-load layer un-
der water flows. For the case of plane granular beds, Seizilles
et al. [18] investigated the displacements of individual grains
under laminar flows, while Lajeunesse et al. [19] and Pen-
teado and Franklin [20] investigated them under turbulent
flows. Lajeunesse et al. [19] performed experiments on a
water flume, where steady-state free-surface turbulent flows
were imposed over different granular beds. The Reynolds
numbers based on the water depth were within 1500 and
6000, and the beds consisted of quartz particles with median
diameters of 1.15mm, 2.24mm, or 5.5mm, corresponding to
12 ≤ Re∗ ≤ 500, where

Re∗ =
u∗d
ν

(2)

is the Reynolds number at the grain scale. In Eq. 2,u∗ is
the shear velocity andν the kinematic viscosity. Grains ve-
locities, displacement lengths, and durations of flights were
computed from the displacements of individual grains, which
were obtained from images acquired with a high-speed cam-
era. Concerning the grain velocities, Lajeunesse et al. [19]
found that the distributions of their transverse and longitudi-
nal components follow Gaussian and decreasing exponential
laws, respectively. In addition, they showed that the flight
duration scales with the settling velocity of a single grain,
the surface density of moving grains scales withθ −θc, and

the grains velocity and flight length scale withθ 1/2−θ 1/2
c ,

whereθ and θc are the Shields and the threshold Shields
numbers. The Shields number is the ratio between the fluid
drag and the particle friction (given by Coulomb’s law), and
typical values for bed load are within 0.01< θ < 1. For tur-
bulent flows, the Shields number is given by:

θ =
u2
∗

(ρs/ρ −1)gd
, (3)

whereg is the magnitude of gravity. The threshold Shields
number is the value of the Shields number at the inception
of bed load.

Penteado and Franklin [20] performed their experiments
in a closed-conduit channel of rectangular cross section. In
the experiments, fully-developed turbulent flows were im-
posed over plane beds of known granulometry, and the gran-
ular bed was filmed with a high-speed camera. The granular
beds consisted of glass spheres with densityρs = 2500kg/m3

and diameter ranging fromd = 400µm tod = 600µm. The
Reynolds numbers based on the hydraulic diameter (twice
the channel height) were within 1.6× 104 and 2.7× 104,
and 5≤ Re∗ ≤ 11. From the acquired images, Penteado
and Franklin [20] computed the velocity fields and trajec-
tories of individual grains. The authors found that the mean
longitudinal displacement normalized by the grain diameter
is of the order of 10, the mean displacement velocity nor-
malized by the shear rate and grain diameter is of the order
of 0.1, and the mean displacement time normalized by the
grain diameter and settling velocity is of the order of 10.

Numerical studies have been conducted since the 2000s
to investigate the formation of single barchans as well as
of barchan fields. The first studies made use of continuum
equations adapted for granular media, such as, for instance,
Sauermann et al. [14], Kroy et al. [21,15], Hersen [16] and
Schẅammle and Herrmann [22]. In those models, informa-
tion such as the characteristic lengths and times are essen-
tial to fit adjustable constants. More recently, Lagrangian
methods, such as the 3D cellular automaton model [23], and
Eulerian-Lagrangian methods, such as CFD-DEM (Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics - Discrete Element Method) [24],
are being used in the study of barchan dunes. One of their
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advantages is that information on the grain scale can be ob-
tained even inside a barchan dune, which is considerably
difficult to be obtained from experiments. However, the cou-
pling between the fluid flow and bed load rests to be vali-
dated in those simulations, and, therefore, experimental mea-
surements at the grain scale are still important.

Zhang et al. [23] investigated numerically the mean res-
idence time of individual grains in barchans in order to un-
derstand the contribution of each grain for the existence of
a barchan dune. Using a cellular automaton model, the au-
thors tracked individual particles from the time they are in-
corporated to the barchan dune to the time they leave it by
one of its horns. For different size and flow conditions, they
showed the existence of two antagonistic lateral fluxes of
grains, which are outward on the windward side (upstream
the dune crest) and inward on the lee face (downstream the
dune crest). Because of that antagonistic movement, grains
in the central region tend to remain in this region (and in the
dune), while grains close to lateral flanks tend to move to
the horns and leave the dune. As a result, Zhang et al. [23]
found that the mean residence time is given by the surface
of the longitudinal central slice of the dune divided by the
input sand flux.

Recent studies investigated the formation of subaque-
ous barchans from initially conical heaps by considering the
growth of horns [25,26]. Alvarez and Franklin [25] mea-
sured experimentally the growth of horns on conical heaps
under turbulent water flows. For the length of horns as a
function of time, Alvarez and Franklin [25] showed the ex-
istence of an initially positive slope, corresponding to its de-
velopment, and a final plateau, corresponding to an equi-
librium length for horns. Based on the evolution of horns,
they proposed the characteristic times 0.5tc for the growth
and 2.5tc for equilibrium of barchans, wheretc is a charac-
teristic time for the displacement of barchans computed as
the length of the bedform divided by its celerity. Alvarez
and Franklin [26] investigated the trajectories of individual
grains during the formation of horns. The authors showed
that most of grains forming the horns during their growth
migrate from upstream regions on the periphery of the initial
heap. In addition, they showed that individual grains have
transverse displacements by rolling and sliding that are not
negligible, contrasting with the general assertions for aeo-
lian dunes that transverse displacements are due mainly to
the diffusive effect of reptons and that horns grow mostly
with grains originally in the flanks of the initial pile.

The velocity fields and trajectories of grains over
barchan dunes are important to understand not only the
growth of these forms, but also their morphology and mi-
gration. In addition, this information is essential to fit ad-
justable constants in continuum models and to validate La-
grangian and Eulerian-Lagrangian methods. However, there
are very few experimental studies on displacements of indi-

vidual grains over subaqueous forms [25,26]. Because the
water flow varies over the dune surface, the results obtained
for bed load over plane granular beds are not valid for bed
load over barchans. To the authors’ knowledge, no previous
study reported the velocity fields of grains over developed
barchan dunes.

This paper presents an experimental investigation on the
displacements of individual grains over subaqueous barchans.
The experiments were performed in a closed conduit of trans-
parent material and the dunes were filmed with a high-speed
camera. The velocity fields and the trajectories of individ-
ual grains were computed from the acquired images with
numerical scripts written in the course of this work. Our re-
sults show that the fields of grain velocities present local
values within 1 and 10% of the cross-sectional mean veloc-
ity of the fluid, and that, considering the average trajectories
of grains moving over a given dune, grains have mean dis-
placements within 30 and 60 grain diameters, with charac-
teristic velocities within 10 and 20 % of the cross-sectional
mean velocity of the fluid. The displacement time varies be-
tween 30 and 90 % of the settling time, and it seems to have
two asymptotic behaviors: one close to bed load inception
and other far from it. When compared with bed load over a
plane bed, we observe that grains have the same mean ve-
locity, but they travel distances up to 5 times larger, with
higher densities of moving grains. Those findings contribute
to increase our understanding of the dynamics of barchan
dunes and can represent significant advancements on future
numerical simulations involving barchans.

The next sections present the experimental setup and ex-
perimental results. The following section presents the con-
clusions.

2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup consisted of, in addition to a high
speed camera and LED (Light-Emitting Diode) lamps, a wa-
ter reservoir, centrifugal pumps, an electromagnetic flow me-
ter, a flow straightener, a 5 m-long channel, and a settling
tank, the water flowing in closed loop in the order just de-
scribed. The channel was a closed conduit of rectangular
cross section, 160 mm wide by 50 mm high, made of trans-
parent material (plexiglass). Its downstream part contained
the test section, which started 3 m downstream of the chan-
nel inlet and was 1 m long, the remaining 1 m section con-
necting the test section to the settling tank. The bottom wall
of the test section was made of black plexiglass in order to
minimize undesired reflection from that wall. The flow rates
were adjusted with a set of valves, and the water flow was
homogenized upstream of the channel entrance by the flow
straightener, which consisted of a divergent-convergent noz-
zle filled with glass spheres. Fig. 1 shows a layout of the
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experimental setup and Fig. 2 presents a photograph of the
test section.

Head tank
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Flow
straightener

Channel

Camera

Settling tank

ValveReturn line

Flow Meter

Pump 2

Fig. 1 Layout of the experimental setup.

barchan dune

traveling system

channel

LED lights

CMOS camera

Fig. 2 Photograph of the test section.

Prior to each test, the grains were poured in the test
section, which was previously filled with water, and they
formed a single conical heap at the bottom wall of the chan-
nel. Afterward, for each test run, a turbulent water flow was
imposed in the channel, deforming the initial pile into a
barchan dune. With that procedure, each experiment con-
cerned one single barchan that loosed grains by its horns,
and, therefore, decreased slowly in size while migrating.
The employed fluid was tap water at temperatures within 24
and 26oC, and the employed grains were round glass beads
with ρs = 2500 kg/m3 and bulk density of 1500 kg/m3. The
grains were separated in two different populations accord-
ing to their diameter: 0.40 mm≤ d ≤ 0.60 mm and 0.15
mm≤ d ≤ 0.25 mm, called here types 1 and 2, respectively;
therefore,d1 = 0.50 mm andd2 = 0.20 mm are the mid-range
mean diameters of types 1 and 2, respectively. The cross-
sectional mean velocitiesU were 0.243, 0.295 and 0.365
m/s, which correspond to Reynolds numbers based on the
hydraulic diameterRe = ρUDh/µ of 1.9× 104, 2.2× 104

and 2.8×104, respectively, whereµ is the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid andDh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel.
The shear velocities over the channel wallu∗ were obtained
from PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) experiments in pre-
vious works [27–29] and found to follow the Blasius cor-
relation, which in the present case gives shear velocities of
0.0141, 0.0168 and 0.0202 m/s, corresponding toRe∗ within
3 and 10. The initial heaps were formed with either 6.2 g
or 10.3 g of glass beads, corresponding to initial volumes
of 4.1 and 6.9 cm3, respectively. We employed white and
black glass beads, where 98% of grains were white and 2%
black, the latter being used as tracers. Tracers were used be-
cause they are easier to track along images and, as they had
the same diameter and surface characteristics as the other
grains, we assumed that their displacements characterize the
whole moving bed.

A high-speed camera of CMOS (Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor) type was placed above the channel in
order to record the bed evolution (Fig. 2). We used either a
camera with a spatial resolution of 1600 px× 2560 px at fre-
quencies up to 1400 Hz or one with a resolution of 1280 px
× 1024 px at frequencies up to 1000 Hz, both controlled by a
computer. In our tests, we set the frequency to values within
200 Hz and 300 Hz depending on the average velocity of
grains, and we used a Nikkor lens of 60mm focal distance
and F2.8 maximum aperture. LED lamps were branched to
a continuous current source in order to supply the required
light and, at the same time, avoid beating between the cam-
era and light frequencies. Prior to the beginning of tests, a
calibration procedure which consisted of taking one picture
from a scale placed in the water channel was performed, al-
lowing the conversion from pixels to a physical system of
units. For the lower resolution camera, we set the ROI (re-
gion of interest) to 800 px× 1024 px to better fit a field of
view of 79.4 mm× 101.7 mm, whereas for the higher res-
olution one we set the ROI to 1208 px× 1648 px in order
to fit a field of 84.3 mm× 115.0 mm; therefore, in the ac-
quired images the areas covered by particles of type 1 are of
the order of 25 and 40 px for the lower and higher resolution
cameras, respectively, and of the order of 5 and 10 px in the
case of type 2 particles. The images were recorded in RGB
(red, blue and green) format. An example of movie, show-
ing the motion of grains over a barchan dune, is available as
Supplementary Material [30].

During the tests we did not impose an influx of grains. In
this way, the barchan dune decreased in size while migrating
along the channel. However, changes in both size and shape
were negligible within the duration of each test (between 4
and 65 s).
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2.1 Image processing

The acquired images were processed by numerical scripts
written in the course of this work, which use a PTV (Particle
Tracking Velocimetry) approach that compares pairs of im-
ages, finds the tracers, and follow them along images. Once
the tracers are identified in each movie frame, an Eulerian or
a Lagrangian framework can be adopted to find the velocity
fields or the trajectories of tracers, respectively.

The first step in the image processing code is to remove
the image background. For that, the scripts convert the im-
ages to grayscale in order to better differentiate the black
beads from the background, which is also black but with
whiter shades than the black beads. With the background re-
moved, the images are binarized, the main properties of the
dune such as its centroid and area are obtained, and the trac-
ers are identified. Given the presence of noise with size of 1
px, caused by small changes in light or small displacements
(due to vibration) of the camera, the next step is the filter-
ing with an area filter to distinguish the tracers from noise.
This is necessary because the tracers are relatively small ob-
jects (covering from 5 to 40 px in the images). The area filter
consists in the removal of objects with areas equal or smaller
than 2 to 10 px, depending on the tested field. Once applied
the filter, all the tracers are identified in each image.

Since the proportion of tracers is small (2% of the dune),
they can be tracked along images. For that, the code fol-
lows a sequence of rules to match the tracers in consecutive
images. Those rules take advantage of previous knowledge
concerning bed load under water flows, namely that grains
move mainly in the longitudinal direction with velocities of
the order of 10% of the cross-sectional mean velocity of
water. Because the acquiring frequencies were sufficiently
high, only four rules are necessary to match the tracers in
image pairs: (i) to limit the maximum displacement of grains
to within 30 and 50% of the mean fluid displacement; (ii) to
limit the variation of the area of a given tracer to 40 %, i.e.,
a tracer in a given image must have an area within 60% and
140% of a tracer in the preceding image to allow matching;
(iii) with the exception of tracers in the recirculation region,
to assure that the longitudinal displacement is downstream;
(iv) in case more than one tracer in one image can match a
certain tracer in another image after the three previous rules
were applied, to chose the tracer with the smallest transverse
displacement between the considered images. Tracers that
do not comply with those four rules are assumed to be no
longer visible in the succeeding image, having left the dune
by its horns or been buried under the bed, for instance. Once
the tracers are identified and matched along images, they are
labeled and their centroid positions stored together with the
dune properties. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show, respectively, raw
and processed images of the top view of a barchan dune. The
black tracers over the surface of the barchan dune are visi-

ble in the raw image, and they are identified in the processed
image by red circles with origin in the tracer centroids.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Top views of a barchan dune showing the visible black tracers:
(a) raw image showing the tracers over the dune; (b) processed image
with all the tracers identified by red circles. This dune was formed with
m = 10.3 g of type 1 grains (d1 = 0.50 mm), underU = 0.365 m/s. This
corresponds toRe∗ = 10 andθ = 0.055. In the images, the flow is from
top to bottom.
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The last steps are the computations in Eulerian and La-
grangian frameworks. For the Eulerian framework, the cen-
troid positions of all matched tracers in consecutive images
are subtracted and multiplied by the acquiring frequency.
Next, Cartesian meshes with origin at the dune centroid are
built, and the average velocity of grains in a cell is com-
puted for each cell of the mesh. Finally, a temporal aver-
age is computed for each cell by considering all images of
a test run (999 or 1299 images for tests withRe = 2.8×104

and 5997 for the remaining tests). With this procedure, fields
of mean velocity of tracers are obtained for the considered
mesh size. Sensitivity tests were performed in the meshes
to determine the smallest size allowing the spatio-temporal
averages. Based on that, we’ve chosen cell sizes of 25 px×

25 px.
For the Lagrangian framework, the evolution of centroid

positions along time is determined for matched tracers, and
the typical distances and velocities are computed.

3 Results

3.1 Eulerian Framework

Based on the centroid positions of tracers, Cartesian meshes
were built, the mean velocities in each cell computed, and,
afterward, a temporal average considering all images was
computed for each cell,< v >, as described in Subsection
2.1. With this procedure we computed the mean velocity
fields of tracers over a barchan dune. Because the only dif-
ference between tracers and the remaining grains was their
color (they were both of colored glass), we assume in the fol-
lowing that the their behavior is representative of all grains
forming the dune.

Figure 4 presents the mean velocity field of grains over
a barchan formed from 10.3 g of type 2 grains under a water
flow with U = 0.295 m/s. This corresponds toRe = 2.2×104,
Re∗ = 8 andθ = 0.038. In the figure, the abscissa and ordi-
nate correspond, respectively, to the transverse (x) and lon-
gitudinal (y) coordinates, the magnitude of arrows is propor-
tional to that of velocities, and the direction of arrows is the
same as that of velocities.

From Fig. 4 we note that velocities increase from up-
stream positions toward the dune centroid (and the dune
crest), with a stronger longitudinal component than the
transverse component, but with considerable transverse
components close to the lateral flanks of the dune and in the
region downstream of the crest. In this region, we observe
small vectors pointing to the symmetry line of the barchan,
corresponding to the mean velocities of grains falling by
avalanches in the lee side. Just downstream of these vec-
tors, we observe even smaller vectors with relatively strong
transverse components, and which correspond to the mean
velocities of grains in the recirculation region. At the lateral

flanks of the dune the local height is around 1d, while at the
crest the height is roughly 5d and 10d for types 1 and 2,
respectively. The smaller quantity of grains combined with
the curvature of the mean water flow, which deviates from
the bedform, induces circular trajectories on moving grains.
Those regions and the motion of grains can be identified
in the movie available as Supplementary Material [30]. All
the other test conditions showed similar behaviors, and their
respective mean fields are also available as Supplementary
Material [30].

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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90
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Fig. 4 Mean velocity field of grains over a dune formed withm = 10.3
g of type 2 grains underU = 0.295 m/s, corresponding toRe = 2.2×
104, Re∗ = 8 andθ = 0.038. The magnitude of arrows is proportional
to that of velocities.

An easier way to localize the mean grain velocities is
by identifying the mean values of velocities in polar coordi-
nates centered at the dune centroid. The radial and angular
plots were used by Alvarez and Franklin [26] to localize the
origin of grains migrating to horns, and are used in the fol-
lowing to localize the magnitude of mean velocities.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the mean velocity< v >

as functions of the radial positionr (with origin at the dune
centroid) and the angle with respect to the transverse direc-
tion, respectively. In Fig. 5(a) the abscissa corresponds to the
radial position, the ordinate to the magnitude of the velocity
vector, and the width of bars to the interval between the con-
sidered radial positions. In Fig. 5(b), the numbers along the
perimeter correspond to angles with respect to the transverse
direction (the water flow direction is 270◦) and the height of
bars to the magnitude of velocity, which can be measured
using the radial scale along the 80◦ line.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) corroborate the observation made
from Fig. 4 about the existence of higher velocities in the
centroid region, but now we can obtain readily the magni-
tude of velocities with respect to the dune centroid. The ra-
dial and angular charts for all the other test runs are available
as Supplementary Material [30]. We note from those charts
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Mean velocity< v > as a function of (a) the radial positionr
and (b) the angle with respect to the transverse direction. Velocities
obtained for a dune formed withm = 10.3 g of type 2 grains underU =
0.295 m/s, corresponding toRe = 2.2×104, Re∗ = 8 andθ = 0.038.

that the mean velocities close to the centroid are around 8-
10% of the water velocity, and far from the centroid, i.e., at
the dune periphery, they are around 1-5% of the water ve-
locity.

It is important to remark here that the mean Eulerian
velocities were computed by considering all displacements
of tracers, even those which were accelerating or stopping.
Such velocity criterion is different from the Langangian mean
velocity presented in Subsection 3.2, where we did not con-
sidered strongly accelerating and decelerating tracers.

3.2 Lagrangian Framework

We obtained the centroid positions of tracers as functions
of time with the procedure described in Subsection 2.1, and
from them we computed the distances and instantaneous ve-
locities for the tracers. Figs. 6 and 7 present examples of
trajectories of tracers over a dune formed withm = 10.3 g
of type 1 grains underU = 0.365 m/s, which corresponds to

Re∗ = 10 andθ = 0.055. Figs. 6a and 6b show, respectively,
the longitudinal and transverse positions,y and x, and the
longitudinal and transverse velocities,vy andvx, of a tracer
as functions of time. Fig. 6 corresponds to a tracer that was
on the right side (with respect to the flow direction) of the
barchan symmetry line. Figs. 7a and 7b show the same thing
for a tracer that was on the left side of the barchan symme-
try line. In Figs. 6 and 7, the red continuous and blue dashed
curves correspond to they andx components, respectively.

The behavior depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 is typical of the
ensemble of tracers tracked in our tests: they move mainly
in the flow direction, with small transverse components, and
present an intermittent motion, having periods of acceler-
ation, deceleration and at rest. The intermittent motion is
similar to that observed over plane beds for water velocities
and grain diameters of the same order of magnitude as in
the present study [20]. Transverse movements can be signif-
icant close to the dune flanks and downstream the lee side,
as shown by Alvarez and Franklin [26] in the case of grow-
ing barchans, and as can be remarked in the movie available
as Supplementary Material [30], because the water flow di-
rection changes significantly in these regions.
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Fig. 6 Example of tracking of a single grain over a dune formed with
m = 10.3 g of grains of type 1 underU = 0.365 m/s, corresponding
to Re∗ = 10 andθ = 0.055. (a) Longitudinal and transverse positions,
y and x, and (b) longitudinal and transverse velocities,vy and vx, of
a tracer as functions of time. The red continuous and blue dashed
curves correspond to they and x components, respectively. The ori-
gin of the y(t),x(t) graphic is at the original position of the tracked
particle, which in this case was to the right of the barchan symmetry
line.
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Fig. 7 Example of tracking of a single grain over a dune formed with
m = 10.3 g of grains of type 1 underU = 0.365 m/s, corresponding
to Re∗ = 10 andθ = 0.055. (a) Longitudinal and transverse positions,
y and x, and (b) longitudinal and transverse velocities,vy and vx, of
a tracer as functions of time. The red continuous and blue dashed
curves correspond to they and x components, respectively. The ori-
gin of the y(t),x(t) graphic is at the original position of the tracked
particle, which in this case was to the left of the barchan symmetry
line.

For the moving grains, as the ones of Figs. 6 and 7, we
computed displacements and velocities by considering only
the moving periods. In Figs. 6a and 7a, the moving periods
correspond to positive slopes of the continuous line; there-
fore, our scripts identify those positive slopes for a given
tracer, and then compute the displacements as the differ-
ences between the initial and final positions and the veloc-
ities as the slope values. This procedure gives the displace-
ments between resting times and the corresponding veloc-
ities experienced by a single tracer. The scripts repeat the
same computations for all the moving tracers of each test
run, and afterward compute single averages and standard de-
viations for the entire test run. Because the mean lagrangian
velocity is computed as the average of measured slopes, it
does not take into account the accelerating and decelerating
stages, being higher than the corresponding Eulerian aver-
ages.

Table 1 shows the mean values and standard deviations
of longitudinal and transverse displacements and veloci-
ties, for each test run. The table presents the initial mass
m, grain diameterd, mean cross-sectional velocity of the
fluid U , shear velocityu∗, mean transverse displacement∆x,

mean longitudinal displacement∆y, standard deviation of
the mean transverse displacementσ∆x, standard deviation
of the mean longitudinal displacementσ∆y, mean transverse
velocity < vx,lag >, mean longitudinal velocity< vy,lag >,
standard deviation of the mean transverse velocityσvx, stan-
dard deviation of the mean longitudinal velocityσvy, dis-
placement timetd , number of imagesNim, total number of
moving tracersNmv, and movement densityρmv. The dis-
placement time was computed as∆y/ < vy,lag >, and the
shear velocityu∗ corresponds to the flow over the channel
wall (of acrylic), the latter computed from velocity profiles
measured with PIV.

From Tab. 1, we observe that, by averaging over the
whole dune, grains move mainly in the longitudinal direc-
tion, with both ∆y/∆x and< vy,lag > / < vx,lag > having
an order of magnitude equal to 100. It is important to note
that, if we consider individual grains migrating from and to
certain parts of the dune, the transverse components can be
significant. As an example, that happens to the grains that
move along the periphery of the dune, i.e., that go around
the dune from its leading edge to one of its horns, as shown
by Alvarez and Franklin [26]. In the present study, we inves-
tigate displacements averaged over the whole barchan. For
these averages, as the fluid shearing increases, the longitu-
dinal displacement decreases slightly while the longitudinal
velocity increases and the displacement time decreases. This
result is intriguing and was nota priori expected. However,
by analyzing the movies, we can observe that grains indeed
travel shorter distances faster for higher shear velocities, but
the quantity of moving grains is much higher, which indi-
cates higher transport rates. For the moment, we do not have
an explanation for the decrease in the longitudinal displace-
ment with the fluid shearing, and we prefer to not advance
suppositions. The total number of moving tracers identified
in all imagesNmv, irrespective if they were the same from
previous images (i.e., they could be already moving in pre-
vious images), are also shown in Tab. 1. A measure of the
density of moving grains can be computed by considering
the total field of each test, the total number of images of each
test runNim, and that the behavior of tracers is characteris-
tic of the ensemble of grains. With these assumptions, the
following quantity is proportional to the density of moving
grains,

ρmv =
50Nmv

NimAd
, (4)

whereAd is approximately the surface area of dunes (it is
the projection in the horizontal plane of the surface area,
computed from the acquired images) andρmv is called here
movement density because it is not exactly the density of
moving grains, but it is a reasonable approximation of it.
Figure 8 presents the mean values ofρmv for eachθ , show-
ing that, indeed, the density of moving grains increases with
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Table 1 Initial massm, grain diameterd, mean cross-sectional fluid velocityU , shear velocityu∗, mean transverse displacement∆x, mean longi-
tudinal displacement∆y, standard deviation of the mean transverse displacementσ∆x, standard deviation of the mean longitudinal displacement
σ∆y, mean transverse velocity< vx,lag > , mean longitudinal velocity< vy,lag >, standard deviation of the mean transverse velocityσvx, standard
deviation of the mean longitudinal velocityσvy, displacement timetd , number of imagesNim, total number of moving tracersNmv, and movement
densityρmv.

m d U u∗ ∆x ∆y σ∆x σ∆y < vx,lag > < vy,lag > σvx σvy td Nim Nmv ρmv

g mm m/s m/s mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s mm/s s · · · · · · m−2

10.3 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.1 17.6 4.2 15.3 0.4 71.1 18.9 37.3 0.25999 5994 90952
10.3 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.3 18.0 4.5 16.4 0.9 69.7 18.7 38.2 0.26999 5373 73379
10.3 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.2 16.5 4.1 15.3 1.1 64.6 17.7 35.9 0.26999 6208 84353
6.2 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.1 15.7 3.9 12.9 0.1 69.8 19.4 36.2 0.22 1299 7400 115368
6.2 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.0 15.7 4.1 12.6 0.3 72.2 20.0 36.9 0.22 999 7047 137004
6.2 0.5 0.365 0.0202 0.0 17.2 4.1 15.2 0.1 70.3 18.5 37.0 0.24 1299 3410 52990
10.3 0.5 0.295 0.0168 -0.1 19.8 5.4 25.4 -0.1 42.7 13.7 27.9 0.46 5997 8393 19864
10.3 0.5 0.295 0.0168 0.3 22.2 5.8 29.1 0.6 44.4 13.8 28.5 0.505997 8317 20776
10.3 0.5 0.295 0.0168 0.4 21.3 5.5 26.0 0.6 44.8 13.6 38.8 0.485997 11480 26762
6.2 0.5 0.295 0.0168 0.4 23.3 5.6 29.4 0.9 46.3 13.4 29.7 0.50 5997 8149 26018
6.2 0.5 0.295 0.0168 0.3 21.9 5.5 27.0 0.4 46.5 14.2 29.8 0.47 5997 7967 25333
6.2 0.5 0.295 0.0168 0.1 21.6 5.7 28.0 0.1 45.3 13.9 29.4 0.48 5997 7447 23338
10.3 0.5 0.243 0.0141 -0.1 21.1 6.3 30.1 -1.0 34.1 12.8 22.1 0.62 5997 2516 6714
10.3 0.5 0.243 0.0141 0.4 20.0 5.6 27.9 0.8 33.5 11.9 22.7 0.605997 2060 5587
10.3 0.5 0.243 0.0141 0.3 20.6 5.5 28.8 0.7 34.2 12.6 23.1 0.605997 2495 6764
6.2 0.5 0.243 0.0141 -0.1 17.0 5.0 25.2 -0.4 29.9 12.2 20.8 0.57 5997 1485 5683
6.2 0.5 0.243 0.0141 -0.2 21.5 5.8 31.9 -0.2 37.0 13.2 23.4 0.58 5997 1490 5575
6.2 0.5 0.243 0.0141 -0.2 21.8 5.8 34.0 -0.1 31.5 13.4 21.9 0.69 5997 1205 4632
10.3 0.2 0.295 0.0168 0.1 11.4 2.8 11.3 0.3 34.0 9.0 18.3 0.34 5997 70513 190874
10.3 0.2 0.295 0.0168 0.1 11.1 2.7 10.5 0.2 34.6 9.3 18.3 0.32 5997 78275 205389
10.3 0.2 0.295 0.0168 0.0 10.7 2.7 10.2 0.1 33.7 9.1 17.9 0.32 5997 77985 207463
6.2 0.2 0.295 0.0168 -0.1 10.4 2.5 11.4 -0.6 29.5 7.6 15.7 0.355997 53786 193882
6.2 0.2 0.295 0.0168 -0.1 10.9 2.7 11.5 -0.2 32.0 8.5 17.4 0.345997 55156 195261

the fluid shearing. Comparisons with Penteado and Franklin
[20] show densities of the same order of magnitude for lower
Shields numbers, and higher for higher Shields numbers
(please see Tab. 2 for the Shields numbers). The computa-
tions employed for obtainingρmv in Penteado and Franklin
[20] were different from ours; however, even considering
uncertainties and errors, the results point to an increase in
ρmv over a barchan dune when compared to a flat bed, at
least for Shields numbers equal or greater than 0.055. The
higher density of moving grains is in accordance with the
conclusions of Lajeunesse et al. [19], who found that the ero-
sion rate depends locally on the shear stress caused by the
liquid. Concerning variations with the grain diameter, both
the longitudinal displacement and velocity increase with its
augmentation.

Two important length scales for bed load are the grain
diameterd and the saturation lengthLsat ∼ Ldrag, the latter
being a length scale for the stabilization of sand flux after
or downstream changes in fluid or sediment conditions [4,5,
11]. Although Eq. 1 is valid for the aeolian case and other
expressions have been proposed for the subaqueous case [7],
we use Eq. 1 to computeLdrag. One way to investigate if they
are pertinent scales is by normalizing the longitudinal dis-
placements by both parameters; therefore, we computed the
dimensionless displacements∆ ad

y,d = ∆y/d and ∆ ad
y,Ldrag =

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

m
v

 (
m

-2
)

10 5

Fig. 8 Movement densityρmv as a function of the Shields numberθ .

∆y/Ldrag. Concerning the velocities, two important scales
are the mean and shear velocities,U and u∗, respectively.
However, instead of using directly the shear velocityu∗ as a
scale, the use of the mean shear multiplied by the grain di-
ameter,∂yud = u2

∗d/ν , where∂yu is the vertical gradient of
the fluid velocity, may be more convenient. This scale rep-
resents the mean velocity at the grain scale. Therefore, we
computed the dimensionless velocitiesV ad

y,U =< vy,lag > /U

andV ad
y,∗ =< vy,lag > /(u2

∗d/ν). Finally, a natural time scale
for bed load is the settling time,d/Us, whereUs is the set-
tling velocity of one single grain. This time scale represents
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the time that a grain takes to fall a distance equivalent to
its diameter. Therefore, we computed the dimensionless dis-
placement timestad

d = tdUs/d.

Table 2 shows the average values of equivalent test runs.
It presents the initial massm, grain diameterd, Reynolds
number based on the mean velocity and hydraulic diame-
ter Re, Reynolds number based on the shear velocity and
grain diameterRe∗, Shields numberθ , mean longitudinal
displacement normalized by the grain diameter∆ ad

y,d , mean
longitudinal displacement normalized by the drag length
∆ ad

y,Ldrag, longitudinal velocity normalized by the cross-

sectional mean velocityV ad
y,U , longitudinal velocity normal-

ized by the mean shear and grain diameterV ad
y,∗ , and displace-

ment time normalized by the settling velocity and grain di-
ametertad

d . In Tab. 2, the dimensional values were averaged
over the test runs under the same experimental conditions;
therefore, it corresponds to a summary of all experiments.

For the ensemble of our tests, the mean displacement
decreases slightly with the Shields number, indicating a de-
crease in traveled distances with the fluid shear. By consid-
ering that the shear velocities over a barchan dune reach,
close to its crest, 1.4 of the value over the flat bed [4,5,31,
32], Shields numbers over barchans reach values of approx-
imately twice those over flat beds. The values ofu∗ reported
in the present paper were computed from profiles measured
over the channel wall; however,u∗ values measured over
plane beds with similar grains showed that the flow is close
to hydraulic smooth regimes and the feedback effect is rela-
tively weak [27]. Therefore, by considering the values of 2θ
as representative of the normalized shear over the barchan,
and by observing that displacement lengths over the barchan
dune are between 13 and 18Ldrag and 30 and 40d for type
1 grains and around 21-22Ldrag and 55d for type 2, the val-
ues of∆ ad

y,d can be directly compared with values reported
by Lajeunesse et al. [19] and Penteado and Franklin [20]
for plane beds with the same range of Shields values. The
comparison shows that mean values over barchan dunes are
three to five times higher than those obtained over liquid-
sheared plane beds. Considering that the threshold Shields
θc is higher over the dune positive slope and that the compar-
ison is made for the same range of Shields values, the longer
displacements over the barchan dune indicates that detailsof
the structure of the water flow over the dune affect substan-
tially bed load characteristics. It has been proposed that the
curvature of streamlines induce higher turbulent stressesat
low regions of the boundary layer close to the dune leading
edge and smaller ones at low regions close to the dune crest
(first proposed by Wiggs et al. [33] and afterward measured
experimentally, for example, for 2D dunes by Cúñez et al.
[28]). The higher turbulent stresses over the upwind face of
barchans would then be responsible for the longer distances
traveled by grains, but this rests to be investigated further.

The displacement velocities increase with the cross-
sectional mean velocity of the fluid, varying roughly be-
tween 10 and 20 % ofU for type 1 grains. When considering
the grain diameter at the sameU , the value ofV ad

y,U decreases
from approximately 0.15 for type 1 grains to approximately
0.10 for type 2. In terms of the mean shear at the grain scale,
the displacement velocity remains at approximately 30 % of
u2
∗d/ν for type 1 grains, at all flow conditions, and reaches

approximately 60 % ofu2
∗d/ν for type 2 grains. The values

for type 1 grains are equal to those found by Penteado and
Franklin [20] for grains of same mean diameter. This indi-
cates that, although the fluid structure changes over the dune
[33], causing displacements up to five times longer, the ve-
locity of grains remains roughly the same as that over the
flat bed. From the dimensional values, type 2 grains have
displacement velocities that are smaller than that of larger
grains; therefore, comparisons usingV ad

y,∗ show that smaller
grains move slower over the dune because they are exposed
to lower mean velocities.
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Fig. 9 Normalized displacement timetad
d as functions of (a) the

Shields number over the duneθd and (b) the excess of Shields number
over the dune,θd − θc
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Table 2 Initial massm, grain diameterd, Reynolds number based on the mean velocity and hydraulic diameter Re, Reynolds number based
on the shear velocity and grain diameterRe∗, Shields numberθ , mean longitudinal displacement normalized by the grain diameter ∆ ad

y,d , mean

longitudinal displacement normalized by the drag length∆ ad
y,Ldrag, longitudinal velocity normalized by the cross-sectional mean velocity V ad

y,U ,

longitudinal velocity normalized by the mean shear and grain diameterV ad
y,∗ , and displacement time normalized by the settling velocity and grain

diametertad
d . Averaged values for test runs corresponding to the same experimental conditions.

m d Re Re∗ θ ∆ ad
y,d ∆ ad

y,Ldrag V ad
y,U V ad

y,∗ tad
d

g mm · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

10.3 0.5 2.8× 104 10 0.055 34.7 13.9 0.19 0.34 37.1
6.2 0.5 2.8× 104 10 0.055 32.4 13.0 0.19 0.35 33.6
10.3 0.5 2.2× 104 8 0.038 42.2 16.9 0.15 0.31 70.4
6.2 0.5 2.2× 104 8 0.038 44.5 17.8 0.16 0.33 71.0
10.3 0.5 1.9× 104 7 0.027 41.1 16.4 0.14 0.34 90.0
6.2 0.5 1.9× 104 7 0.027 40.2 16.1 0.13 0.33 90.1
10.3 0.2 2.2× 104 3 0.095 55.3 22.1 0.12 0.61 37.2
6.2 0.2 2.2× 104 3 0.095 53.3 21.3 0.10 0.55 39.7

Finally, we observe that the displacement time decreases
with the shear stresses caused by the fluid and increases with
the grain diameter, varying within roughly 30 and 90 % of
the settling time for type 1 grains and being approximately
40 % of the settling time for type 2 grains. At first sight,
the displacement time seems to not scale with the Shields
number. However, by considering that most of dunes were
close to incipient bed-load conditions, the type 1 grains may
be too close to incipient conditions at the lower fluid veloc-
ities. Figures 9a and 9b presenttad

d as functions ofθd and of
θd −θc, respectively, whereθd = 2θ andθc was considered
here as 0.04 [34,35]. The figure shows a negative variation
for θd < 0.1 and a constant value forθd ≥ 0.1, indicating the
presence two distinct asymptotic behaviors: one close to in-
cipient conditions and other farther from it. However, given
the relatively narrow variations of the pertinent parameters
in the present study, the existence of different behaviors for
tad
d close and far from bed-load inception needs to be inves-
tigated further.

4 Conclusions

This paper presented an experimental investigation of the
displacements of individual grains over subaqueous barchan
dunes. Granular piles were placed in a closed conduit of
transparent material where a turbulent water flow was im-
posed afterward. With this procedure, a single barchan dune
was formed, which was filmed with a high-speed camera as
it migrated along the channel. The velocity fields and the
trajectories of individual grains were computed from the ac-
quired images with numerical scripts written in the course
of this work.

For the Eulerian framework, the instantaneous fields of
bed-load velocity were obtained for each image by subtract-
ing the positions of moving tracers (grains with different
color) from the previous image. Time-averaged fields were
then computed by generating a Cartesian mesh with origin

at the dune centroid, computing the mean value in each cell,
and computing a time average for each cell. These fields
are available for all the test runs as Supplementary Material
[30]. The use of graphics of the magnitude of mean veloc-
ity as functions of the radial positionr (with origin at the
dune centroid) and the angle with respect to the transverse
direction allows the easy identification of the velocities mag-
nitude and their respective positions over the dune. Depend-
ing on the region over the barchan, we found that the mean
velocity of grains varies roughly within 1 and 10% of the
cross-sectional mean velocity of the fluid, with the highest
velocities in the centroid region, and with important trans-
verse components close to the lateral flanks of the dune and
in avalanche and recirculation regions.

For the Lagrangian framework, we observed that indi-
vidual grains move mainly in the flow direction, with small
transverse components, and presenting an intermittent mo-
tion, with periods of acceleration, deceleration and at rest.
For the range of diameters employed in the present study,
our results show that, with the increase of the fluid shear-
ing, the dimensional form of the longitudinal displacement
decreases while the longitudinal velocity increases, which
was not necessarily expecteda priori. By computing an av-
erage over the whole barchan, we found that the average dis-
placement of grains varies within 30 and 60 grain diameters,
which is three to five times higher than displacements ob-
tained over liquid-sheared plane beds by Lajeunesse et al.
[19] and Penteado and Franklin [20]. One possible explana-
tion for higher values over the barchan dune is the presence
higher turbulent stresses over the upwind face of barchans,
as proposed by Wiggs et al. [33] and measured by Cúñez et
al. [28], that would be responsible for the longer distances
traveled by grains, but this rests to be investigated further.
We found that the average velocity varies within 10 and 20
% of the cross-sectional mean velocity of the fluid and 30
and 60 % of the velocity based on the mean shear at the
grain scale. The values for type 1 grains are equal to those
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found by Penteado and Franklin [20] for a flat bed, pointing
out that changes in the fluid structure over the dune [33] do
not affect significantly the velocity of grains.

Our results showed that the displacement time varies be-
tween 30 and 90 % of the settling time, decreasing with
the Shields number forθd < 0.1 and remaining constant for
θd ≥ 0.1. This indicates the existence of two distinct asymp-
totic behaviors, one close to incipient bed load and other far-
ther from it. However, this needs to be investigated further.

Those findings are a contribution to our knowledge on
the dynamics of barchan dunes, and can bring significant
advancements on numerical simulations involving barchans.
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